Belfast Metropolitan College
use SCC.
Belfast Metropolitan College wanted to transform its new Titanic Quarter Campus
into an interactive, modern learning centre for its students. The project included
the supply and installation of interactive whiteboards and projectors within 109
classrooms and demonstration areas.
This was far from a straightforward project because the
College campus was in the process of being built at
the time the team were enlisted to implement the new
interactive solution.

SCC provided the specific requirements definition, driving
total costs down, increasing implementation efficiency
and causing minimal amounts of disruption to staff and
construction developments

The new campus building was due to open in September
of the same year therefore the joint project team were faced
with a tight timescale.

SCC’s broad vendor relationships, technology knowledge
and IT centric skills drove down overall costs of this
immense project.

The college managed multiple work streams of critical
importance, all in preparation for the grand opening of their
new Titanic Quarter Campus.

A spokesperson for the college said: “The project was
delivered in tight timescales, within budget and in a
challenging environment where building work on the new
campus was incomplete.

It was crucial that SCC achieved first-time success while
sticking to a tight budget.
The project team defined exactly what Belfast Metropolitan
College required for their new learning centre to be a
success, clearly understanding and outlining costs and
timescales from the beginning.
Due to building developments, the team had to complete
the majority of their onsite work while referring back to blue
prints to decipher exact positions for screen, monitor and
cable placement.

“I have found SCC to be very professional, they can be
depended upon to deliver on commitments and they
understand that in a customer/supplier situation the
outcome must be positive for both parties.
“SCC’s communication skills and management of these
complex projects ensured that the College had complete
visibility at all times as to the status of each of the project
streams.”
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